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Chapter 1757 This idea is dangerous

The people at the scene were silent. In the face of absolute miracles and strength,
no matter how arrogant Su Lanbo was, it was only natural.

It’s annoying, but it’s really powerful.

At the scene, Su Lanbo’s crazy laughter echoed, not to mention how weird.

Su Yongcun sighed silently.

The big picture is set.
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It seemed that his daughter could not escape this tragic fate after all.

Damn it!

“Su Yongcun, what should I do? Announce it quickly.” Su Lanbo shouted as if he
was deliberately disgusting Su Yongcun.

Su Yongcun’s face changed suddenly, and anyone with discernment could see
that his fists were clenched.
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But in the end, he reluctantly let go.

In the face of absolute rules, Su Yongcun also had no way to take Su Lanbo.

What’s even more hateful is that Su Lanbo has achieved such a miraculous result
now, and he will definitely be more favored by the old sect master.
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What can he do to him?

“Hahahaha, my father-in-law, we will kiss each other in the future, what? I don’t
think you are very happy.” Su Lanbo laughed again.

“Shut up!” Su Yongcun roared, and quickly returned to calm.

The scene was deadly silent.

“Okay, I announce that the first person to be extradited this time is Su…” Su
Yongcun said in a calm voice as much as possible.

But halfway through speaking, he was interrupted.
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“Didn’t Su Lanbo ask who else? Father, if you don’t help him, ask who else?”

There is a hint of soft charm in the coldness.

Isn’t that voice Su Hongxiu?

Su Hongxiu had already stood up from the chair at this moment.

There was a beautiful smile on her face, as if she didn’t feel any loss or anger
because of this ending.

“Hahahaha!” Su Lanbo was stunned for a moment and slowly got up from the
ground.

He looked at Su Hongxiu at the moment with the eyes of admiring the prey.

The more I looked, the more itchy my heart became.

This woman is simply the best in the world.

And Su Lanbo didn’t feel angry at all because of Su Hongxiu’s words.

Who else……

These words were not casually said by Su Lanbo on a whim.

This year’s Caixiu Erlang Festival, there were more than 100 contestants for the
first time, and almost all the qualified people in the ethnic group were swept.



Even so, Su Lanbo was still thriving and amazed the audience.

Who else will there be?

Can you beat him?

I’m afraid there is no such possibility at all!

Instead, Su Lanbo looked at Su Yongcun jokingly and said with a smile: “Yes,
father-in-law. If you don’t ask, who else is there? Maybe there will be dusty pearls
that have not been discovered? Ask, and they won’t fall. A piece of meat, eh?”

Su Yongcun’s face became even more ugly.

This damn thing!

He actually humiliated himself in front of everyone in the group over and over
again!

Damn!

“Who else! Who else wants to continue to participate in Jiangshan’s extradition!
Stand up!” Su Yongcun suddenly roared.

There is a kind of self-defeating in the voice, and there is also a kind of
resentment and helplessness.

Today is definitely the most humiliating day of his life!
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The people at the scene became more silent.

Many people even lowered their heads, not daring to meet Su Yongcun’s eyes.

On the one hand, being ashamed of being inferior to others.

On the other hand, he also feels guilty for not being able to help Su Yongcun.

“Su Lanbo, don’t deceive people too much.” Finally, someone made such a voice.

But in exchange, Su Lanbo scoffed.
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The weak can only roar and slander unwillingly.

The strong, silent, only need a fist.

“Is there really no one? Hahaha, I’m sorry, Su Hongxiu, it belongs to me from now
on. Hahaha.” Su Lanbo finally said such a sentence.

As if to draw a successful end to the entire colorful embroidered Erlang Festival.
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but–

“Who said there was no one, isn’t there still me?” Su Hongxiu’s voice suddenly
sounded.

Everyone at the scene was stunned.

Su Hongxiu?

Why did Su Hongxiu stand up?

What the hell is this?

When Su Hongxiu spoke, she was already at the center of the stage, and was
directly opposite Su Lanbo.

Su Lanbo looked at Su Hongxiu, and suddenly burst into laughter.

He even leaned back and forth with laughter.
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“Su Hongxiu, Su Hongxiu, I knew you were unwilling, and I knew you couldn’t
keep it up for a long time, why is it so calm? I would even prefer to see you go



mad and have nothing to do with me. It looks so tempting. Forcibly obstructing it
like this is really low-level.” Su Lanbo said with a smile.

Su Hongxiu smiled and shook his head.

She seemed to be waiting for Su Lanbo to finish laughing.

A minute later, Su Lanbo gradually stopped laughing.

He narrowed his eyes and said, “The Erlang Festival is only embroidered on the
Erlang Festival. The color embroidery is for the daughter’s house, and the
Jiangshan extradition is the Erlang. This is the rule and inheritance for thousands
of years. Su Hongxiu, are you a man? If so, you are qualified to participate in this
country’s extradition.”

The implication is very obvious, Su Hongxiu is a daughter’s family, so she is not
eligible to participate in Jiangshan’s extradition.

However, the corner of Su Hongxiu’s mouth was slightly outlined, and he said,
“Fool, it’s the book of taboos for the cold boaters that you took out. I also
learned this book of taboos for the cold boaters when I was young, and I am very
impressed. Deep down, I even had this idea when I was a kid.”

“What do you mean?” Su Lanbo’s eyes narrowed deeper, as if he wanted to see Su
Hongxiu through.

Su Hongxiu no longer looked at Su Lanbo, but looked at everyone around him.

“Everyone is from the Hanzhouzhe ethnic group, so let me ask you, is there a
taboo in the Hanzhouzer ethnic group that if a man is to participate in
Jiangshan’s extradition, he must have a daughter’s family to participate in
Hongniang?” Su Hongxiu asked directly.

Many people at the scene were about to refute on the spot, but suddenly, one by
one fell silent.

Can’t refute.

Su Lanbo was talking about the established rules.

But in the taboo of the cold boaters, it is not written like this.

“It says Caixiu Erlang Festival. The brave person participates in the extradition of
the country, and the winner can choose the opposite s*x matchmaker first,
right?” Su Hongxiu recited this sentence directly.

“It’s true that it was written that way, but…” Some people at the scene wanted
to refute Su Hongxiu.



Because Su Hongxiu’s idea is very dangerous.

However, Su Hongxiu’s voice suddenly became louder.

She turned around and pulled the collar around her neck with one hand. For a
while, her generous and heroic voice spread all over the place.

“A brave man must be a man? It’s ridiculous! I’ve believed in a word since I was a
child!”

“Who says daughters are inferior to men!”

“Just take a look at this colorful embroidery Erlang Festival!”

“I, Su Hongxiu, want to use this daughter as a hero!”

“I, Su Hongxiu, want you men to be this ridiculous and pitiful matchmaker!”

“I’m Su Hongxiu! I want to!”

“Look down on the boys in this world!”
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